
Blog posts

Week 9

For my final project, I will continue working with Oak Trees and developing my documentations into a larger body of
work.

I will go to Oak Trees in Southern California that are significant to me, and photograph them, keeping a diary with
observations of sight, sound, smell, feelings etc. I will also collect samples from the Oak trees for later use, whether
that involve photographing them with a microscope or using them to make other materials or sculpture. For the final
product in our course, I would like to make 1-3 photographs and print them.

These are the questions that will guide my research and photography:
Why are oaks significant?
What’s in a name? Oakland, Thousand Oaks, Paso Robles, Woodland Hills…
How has urbanization and climate change affected Oak trees in California?
When a man dies hanging from a tree, is that tree an accessory to the act or a witness?
How can we center indigenous perspectives in ecological conservation?

I also plan to contact Victoria Stork and see if she is able to connect me with relevant people doing similar work. I
also would like to learn more about oral histories and indigenous relationships to Oaks by working with people at the
UCLA library.

Ultimately, I see this body of work resulting in a series of sculptures and a video installation. I would like to
take this project farther with relevant grants or residences, and as part of my final project I would like to research and
apply to a few opportunities for funding.
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Week 8

Campus tour -

Touring the California NanoScience Institute was illuminating. They showed us into the basement. The
equipment is housed there because in the event of an earthquake is the most secure place for heavy duty multimillion
dollar equipment like that could be. Some of the labs were exactly what you’d envision a science lab to look like,
microscopes, grouchy grad students and wise looking professors dutifully looking into microscopes, scanning the
room. Then we went into this room which had the Scanning Probe microscope, which stole the show for our class
due to its appearance, a weathered time machine covered in tinfoil. I posted a photo of the machine to my Instagram
story and people responded, “Ummm…..”, “Hell yeah!!” and “That is too complicated of a bong if you ask me…”

I was greatly excited by the idea of using this technology somehow in my art practice but am unsure how.

Later the same night I went to the Hammer to see a screening and lecture by the artist Jacolby Satterwhite.
They first screened his six part anthology, Birds In Paradise. He uses drawings and acapella recordings by his
mother, who feverishly made art as a result of her mental illness. He draws on her source material, bringing in to six



gestation and birth cycles, surrealist films. It was amazing. He uses natural phenomena and footage of natural
disasters combined with

After seeing the California Nano Science Institute and the videos of Jacolby Satterwhite, my mind was
completely fried. CNSI is not meant to feel as surreal or absurd as the Satterwhite videos, but to me, they do. Looking
at huge relics and objects that work on the science of seeing, of vision, felt related to the videos in a strange way.

Final project -

For the final project, I want to continue with some research I’ve done previously. I’d like to photograph some
Oak trees! And possibly use the microscope I purchased from class to look at some of the details of Oak leaves,
bark, etc.

I was born in Oakland, California. The city of Oakland was once a beautiful oak woodland that the Ohlone
people inhabited for thousands of years. After the Spanish arrived in 1772,  the Ohlone were displaced and Oakland
became a rancho of a Spanish family until around the time of the Gold Rush. The Mexican and Spanish residents of
the region called the Parcel of land owned by the family Encinar (misrendered at an early date and carried forward as
"encinal") —Spanish for "oak grove"—due to the large oak forest that covered the area, which eventually led to the
city's name. Then in 1852, the California legislature incorporated the town of Oakland, and it became an important
railroad terminus and later a critical seaport. After the 1906 earthquake, many San Franciscans moved to Oakland.
As the city grew, the oak trees, although appreciated for their beauty, were in the way— they interfered with the urban
development. Their attitude is seen in petitions for the removal of trees all over the east bay. Although Oak trees have
life spans that range into thousands of years none of the original oak trees mapped during the 1865 years remain.
Exquisitely beautiful, probably the largest wild oak place forest, valley oaks, savannah, the only place where you had
a dense forest right near the bay.

“Scanning Electron Microscopy.” Nanoscience Instruments, 23 Feb. 2022,
https://www.nanoscience.com/techniques/scanning-electron-microscopy/.
“What Is an SPM?” Bruker,
https://www.bruker.com/en/products-and-solutions/microscopes/materials-afm/what-is-an-spm.html.
“Seeing at the Nanoscale.” National Nanotechnology Initiative,
https://www.nano.gov/nanotech-101/what/seeing-nano.
California NanoSystems Institute, https://cnsi.ucla.edu/.

Week 7 - Plasma, Dust, and Space

Jenn and I went on top of a building I had never been on before, and spent an hour collecting dust. This
certainly felt like a bizarre performance art piece, collecting something that is hardly there. It brought to my mind an
essay I co wrote for a modernism class entitled, “Who Dusts the Lynda Benglis?” Where we asked the question, who
doth dust the Lynda Benglis in a certain MOCA exhibition. This sculpture, a melted oozing thing frozen in time on the
floor, was certainly a magnet for dust. We wondered, who is responsible for dusting it? Is collecting dust a part of the
artwork? What of this passive performance? What does dust tell us about entropy, of death, of stillness?

So I enjoyed our dust gathering. It was one of those absurd moments that underscores how absurd life really
is. Collecting dust. Huh. At the number one research university in the nation, my assignment for the afternoon was to
collect dust. One of the only times this hybrid class was able to meet in person, and we were set to do a task that is
certainly possible, but feels like it could be impossible, a bizarre assignment.

It was harder than we thought. The plastic bag seemed to be no use, as we scoured a rooftop for dust. I
wondered about the recent rainfall and if that would affect our collection. Somehow, thanks to Jenn for her genius, we
were able to manage the collection, and got a good sample of dust collected that we could see responded to the
magnet once inside the Petri Dish. We are made of stars. We are made of microastriods, they are in our dust sample.



Week 6 - Star dust and walk

I missed the North - South campus tour as I wasn't able to make it on campus that day. So I will share what I
have been thinking about this week.

My dear friend Connor is an Art History PhD candidate at UCLA, and he uses visual, environmental and
postcolonial studies to look at the trajectories of coastal modern art in the low country in the south. The first chapter of
his thesis looks at a former rice plantation called Magnolia in South Carolina, which was made into a garden and
tourist attraction after slavery.

Connor describes how placemaking in the United States has developed, and asks: Is the contemporary
usage of a former plantation really for the commonwealth, or good of all, as some might claim? What is at stake when
making a former plantation into a tourist site? How does tourism alter our view of history?

In a recent presentation on his findings, Connor Introduced the site of Magnolia, noting its features and
context, then used clues from artworks and artifacts to show how the plantation is an evolving institution with many
possible outcomes. Connor compared two images taken in the same spot on the plantation in its early life as a tourist
attraction, shot similarly - one of a white woman enjoying the place, carefree, and another of the caretakers of the
place, the formerly enslaved  who looked downward and wayward. The White woman is glamorous, the formerly
enslaved look forlorn. She was boasting what scholar Hannah Arendt describes as conspicuous leisure. Her being
able to relax and enjoy a garden is a status symbol unto itself.

The garden itself has become a symbol of leisure, a place for field trips and weddings. Today, it’s
landscaped to make it look as grand as can be. It’s ornamental, heterogeneous and highly manicured landscape
gives an air of publicness that belies its exclusivity. But what ugly history are these appearances hiding?

Now, Magnolia boasts an award winning tour of four slave cabins, which separates black history into
historical periods, slavery, reconstruction, civil rights and contemporary eras, Connor describes this as
well-intentioned, yet its provocative display segments history, in a way that is misleading and monolithic. Memory, like
history, is constructed. Memorials do the same thing, like memories, they don’t include everything and are necessarily
incomplete.

Maybe thinking about the ecological dimensions of memory, of heritage making from the perspective of the
landscape itself can offer a more full and poetic understanding of the gardens and their uses.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/connor-hamm-5baab4ba
https://www.acls.org/fellow-grantees/connor-hamm/

Week 5 - Hox Zodiac response

This week Hox Zodiac gathering on zoom was really fun! Guest appearances by a parrot, poetry, meditation,
laughter, shared meals… the event had all the proper ingredients  for a good zoom celebration. The energy went from
contemplative and meditative to fun and boisterous, which made for a nice time. Combining science with myth
imbued the event with a lot of fun, and it was enjoyable to see what people delighted in sharing with the group. I
especially enjoyed the poem that combined the Irish celebration with wishes for the year of the tiger.

Lunar New Year was an auspicious day and a good time to set intentions. As a Rabbit, I am supposed to
have a lucky year full of love and career driving events. Hopefully that’s the case! I would love to see those things
manifest this year.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/connor-hamm-5baab4ba
https://www.acls.org/fellow-grantees/connor-hamm/


Thinking through animals as archetypes made me think of this Ai Wei Wei work where he took the 12 zodiac
signs and made them into a sculpture that exists as a ring. It lives by my parents house in Sonoma, California now. I
recently read his book, 100 Years of Joys and Sorrows and could not put it down.

Week 4

Last night I saw Bjork in concert for her Cornucopia tour, which was amazing. It was an incredible production
with  lush visuals and beautiful costuming. Ever-flowing visual elements conjured up images of insects, birds eye view
landscapes, shells, blossoming flowers, and fire elements into a transcendent experience. Bjork also included
environmental messages about the Paris accord and a speech from Greta Thunberg, demonstrating her earthly
inspirations and the urgency behind them.

During her last song, she wore a beautiful costume made by Iris van Herpen. I was pleased to see this as I
greatly admire the designer. I thought of our class, as Iris van Herpen draws on science to inform the silhouettes she
makes, and uses advanced 3d printing and cutting technology to create her couture.

To make her famous Magnetic Motion collection, van Herpen was inspired by a visit to the nuclear research
center, CERN, the European Organization for Nuclear Research's large hydron collider. I myself visited the Large
Hydron Collider in Geneva, Switzerland with a group of artists and friends in January 2020. We toured the faculties
and learned about physics. At CERN, scientists study the basic constituents of matter – fundamental particles.
Subatomic particles are made to collide together in the large hydron collider at close to the speed of light.

My friend Gozie who booked the tour was interested in the concept of "Hyperobjects," a way to describe
objects that are "so massively distributed in time and space as to transcend spatiotemporal specificity," like global
warming and Styrofoam for example. Gozie thought of the large hydron collider as a hyperobject.

When we visited CERN, I was interested in the larger-than-life effect of the space, and it's spectacle. I had
been inspired by the way artists like Iris van Herpen have interacted with the space, grasping onto pieces of the
hyperobject and running with them creatively. Though I am still not certain how this trip has or will affect my practice
as an art-maker and designer, I hope that I am able to bring it into my project for our class somehow.

Thoughts of CERN were swirling in my head during my brainstorming session, but other concepts were also
figuring strongly, as shown on my mind map below.

For some time I've had an interest in Oak Trees, and worked on projects surrounding the history of Oak
Trees in California, researching the deforestation of the largest oak grove to ever grace the planet, which was cut
down to build the city of Oakland. I am interested in how Oak trees and wildlife across California have been tended to
by Indigenous communities, and have been a witness of California's colonization and development into the state as
we know it today.

I discussed this interest recently over dinner with some friends, two MFA Yale graduates who work in
sculpture and photography. Sam is a mycologist and sculptor, working with mushrooms extensively, and Elizabeth is
a photographer, whose work often draws her experiences growing up in Northern California and horror films.
Elizabeth and I had a long discussion about how California, with it's twin industries of Tech and Hollywood, is a
cultural leader and a kind of spiritual portal. We talked about how the hippie movement and interest in psychedelia
opened the way for tech to emerge, with nature as a backdrop and ever-present witness. She recommended River of
Shadows by Rebbecca Solnit, which weaves together "biography, history, and fascinating insights into art and
technology to create a boldly original portrait of America on the threshold of modernity." It talks about Edward
Muybridge and the advent of photography. We ate, she gave me the book, which I have been parsing through. She
showed me her highschool varsity jacket, "Live Oaks," Then Sam shared with me the details of several mushroom
projects he is working on with a dear friend and collaborator of ours, where they will make molds and grow
mushrooms inside of them. He offered me some spores to do this, and could see myself beginning that process as
part of a project for this class.

All the ideas are connected, but feel overwhelming.



Week 3
During fermentation, thousands of bacteria interact over time, bringing about a magical, yummy, alchemy. In

a forest, mycelium networks flow together, creating complex systems that undergird the forest’s foundation. In our
guts, bacteria control our digestion and mood. Oxygen helps us breathe. This mosaic of systems shows us how
millions of micro and macro factors work together to sustain life, interconnected.

This week's aspect of our lecture, when we discussed the microbiomes in our guts and in the ocean’s
reminded me of an essay “Hydrofeminism: Or, on becoming a body of water”, in which thinker Astrida Neimanis
illuminates the reciprocal relationship with the human body and bodies of water through science, myth, and metaphor.
As sixty to ninety percent of the human body is made up of water, Neimanis describes the human body as an
ocean-like, watery membrane that is much more porous, elastic and permeable than meets the naked eye. Neimanis
writes, “…we perspire, urinate, ingest, ejaculate, menstruate, lactate, breathe, cry. We take in the world, selectively,
and send it flooding back out again.” As the seas and rivers ebb and flow, carrying with them soil, animals, plankton,
our bodies also go through aqueous transformations.

Astrida Neimanis

The essay on Hydrofeminism describes water and all begins by describing water as a “planetary archive of
meaning and matter.” The language of an “archive” is poignant because we know that water is the primordial liquid
that gave rise to life on earth… “we have all come from the various seas that have gestated us, both evolutionarily
and maternally.” Yet the “maternal” language surrounding water is toyed with in the essay, at times embraced and at
other times critically examined. Neimanis distinguishes her theory of Hydrofeminism from common ideas of biological
essentialism of the man/woman binary which reduce the image of the “fluid woman” as one always in relationship to
lactation and labor. Throughout the essay, there are moments where through cleverly worded prose, Neimanis raises
questions about feminist embodiment and environmental ethics.

The ideas about climate change, interspecies connections, and the discussion of sound and vibration in the
seas that we discussed in lecture, feel greatly aligned with the idea of hydrofeminism. Maybe hydrofeminism could
offer a poetic framework by which to learn about, examine and critically challenge our ideas and habits regarding
ocean and marine life. I feel that the artworks that we viewed, especially the Jellyfish and whale videos, are an
embodiment of the concept of hydrofeminism, testaments to the profound realization that we are one with the waters
of the earth, and must take great care of them, because we are one with them.

“To say that my body is marshland, estuary, ecosystem, that it is riven through with
tributaries of companion species, nestling in my gut, extending through my fingers, pooling at my feet, is a beautiful
way to reimagine my corporeality. But once we recognize that we are not hermetically sealed in our diver’s suits of
human skin, what do we do with this recognition? What do we owe, and how do we pay?”

Biennale, Berlin. “‘Breathing Bodies of Water. Ecofeminism, Hydrofeminism, and the Struggle of Being with the Land’,
Exrotaprint, 2.10.2020.” Vimeo, 27 Jan. 2022, https://vimeo.com/467016880.

Neimanis , Astrida. Astrida Neimanis "We Are All at Sea" . https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hp1wo1irkQA.
Neimanis, Astrida.

Undutiful Daughters: Mobilizing Future Concepts, Bodies and Subjectivitiesin Feminist Thought and Practice, eds.
Henriette Gunkel, Chrysanthi gianni and Fanny Söderbäck. New York:Palgrave Macmillan, 2012.

Week 2

In Velarde New Mexico, on the Rio Grande river between Taos and Sante Fe, my Uncles Andre and Pierre
and my Grandmother Tutu spent many years on a farm. There, my Uncle Andre grew apples. He was also a
beekeeper, tending to a colony of bees and selling honey at the Santa Fe farmers market each week in little jars with
the yellow label, “Eves farm.” Cultivating the Bee population on his farm helped him with the pollination and care of
his crops.

https://vimeo.com/467016880


When I visited the farm in 2018, Andre showed me the drawers of the bee colonies, full of perfectly
hexagonal sweetness. Later the same day, we drove to the Earthships in Taos, an experimental architectural site, full
of passive solar houses. On the walls of the structures, I saw similar patterns in the stacks of tires that some of the
early prototypes of the Earthships were made out of. This early experimental form of architecture used discarded
steel or tin beer cans (this was before recycling existed as we know it today). These cans were empty and simply
used as free units of space which had an imperfect circular, hexagonal type of pattern, which reminded me of the tiles
in my grandmother's bathroom growing up, tiles I would stare at, finding the hexagonal pattern mesmerizing. The
hexagons would seem to float, forming patterns within themselves.

This pattern of hexagonal structures was omnipresent in New Mexico. Without realizing, I found the hexagon
in the Star of David, hanging over the table where my family did shabbat. I looked lovingly at the table in the hallway.
A torah, two candlesticks, a plate of home-grown grapes, some challah bread, and some cannabis drying dangling
loosely above it. We said our Friday night prayer, Pierre ripping the Challah, handing it to us, and we each dipped the
bread in the honey. A ritual to start the sabbath.

Since then, Bank of America seized the house after it became more difficult for them to make ends meet,
and Andre, Pierre and Tutu moved to California.

Now, Andre installs solar panels on houses and businesses.  He recently installed solar on the Temple of
Hollywood on Hollywood boulevard, which I think takes a hexagonal pattern…

This work is fulfilling to him. Yet, he misses the farm greatly. The state of our global conventional food
system, including the use of genetically modified organisms, the many barriers in place to receive the label of
“organic farming", and the ever increasing homogenization of how we get our food, are all things that greatly
contributed to the loss of Eves farm.

Andre’s methods of farming relate greatly to those of Bob Cannard, a sustainable farmer who supplies food
to Alice Water’s restaurant Chez Painesse. I met Bob Cannard when I was highschool and started buying from his
farm in Petaluma, Green String Farms. He teaches students about regenerative agriculture, and I remember coming
to a lesson where we counted seed after seed. He would give long, rambling lectures full of wisdom. I remember
Bob’s dislike of GMOs. In an article on Delicious Living Bob is quoted,  “Within a few years, all traditional food crops
will be contaminated with GMOs, and there'll be no more pure food seeds to grow. It’s a direct assault on me as an
organic farmer.” Yet, Bob persists, and the demand for that farming remains in the Bay Area.

Week 1 Pencils, Trees and the Invisible Hand of God

The lyrical poem, I Pencil, by Lenoard E. Read, describes the seemingly endless chain of production
required to make a pencil. In it, the narrator of the poem, an “ordinary pencil,” references another poem, a classic
poem, Trees by Joyce Kilmer.

I think that I shall never see
A poem lovely as a tree.
A tree whose hungry mouth is prest
Against the earth’s sweet flowing breast;
A tree that looks at God all day,
And lifts her leafy arms to pray;
A tree that may in Summer wear
A nest of robins in her hair;
Upon whose bosom snow has lain;
Who intimately lives with rain.
Poems are made by fools like me,
But only God can make a tree.



In I, Pencil, the narrator/Pencil references the Joyce Kilmer poem, claiming that we think of trees as godly
because we realize that we ourselves could not make a tree. The narrator of the poem says, “… Since only God can
make a tree, I insist that only God could make me. Man can no more direct these millions of know-hows to bring me
into being than he can put molecules together to create a tree.” It is impossible for a single man to conjure a tree from
nothing. As the poem goes on to point out, even describing what a tree actually is can be difficult to do without using
superficial terms. A tree is a collection of molecules? A trunk and branches and leaves? Knowing the difficulty of
understanding trees, how could we even begin to describe a pencil?
I, Pencil compares the ever-unfolding flow of goods and capital required to make pencils with the concept of god
mentioned in the Joyce Kilmer poem. I, Pencil, makes the assertion that since the process of producing pencils is
larger than life (at scale it involves many hands, miracles of nature, and particularities) no single person on the face of
this earth can fully grasp how to make a pencil. Similarly, no person on the face of this earth can fully comprehend the
intricacies and mysteries that led to life as we know it, so all over the world we use god as a way of building
narratives and coming to some understanding about the totality of life.

Endless metaphors... trees to god; trees to pencils; gods to pencils; god to the market and so forth…

The comparison of a pencil (and pencil production) to god is perhaps a bit of a crude one. Interestingly, the
metaphor is deepened by the poet’s reference to the economic concept of Adam Smith’s “invisible hand” of “prices,
property, profits, and incentives,” which is similar to the “invisible hand” of god, or god-like figures we find in stories
and myths all over the world. After watching the animated version of the “I, Pencil,” poem shared in lecture, I looked
in to the author of the poem, Lenoard Read and discovered his legacy as an economic educator, which put the Adam
Smith reference into some context. The poem was first published in, “The Freeman,” a libertarian magazine, so it's
logical that in the poem, Read encourages us to have faith in the market forces that allow for the creation of the pencil
(the same way that people have faith that god makes trees grow). I, Pencil concludes:

“The lesson I have to teach is this: Leave all creative energies uninhibited. Merely organize society to act in
harmony with this lesson. Let society’s legal apparatus remove all obstacles the best it can. Permit these creative
know-hows freely to flow. Have faith that free men and women will respond to the Invisible Hand. This faith will be
confirmed. I, Pencil, seemingly simple though I am, offer the miracle of my creation as testimony that this is a
practical faith, as practical as the sun, the rain, a cedar tree, the good earth. “

However, as highlighted in our lecture, the economic system that allows pencils to be made this way is
deeply flawed, creating economic, social, and environmental problems that have devastating effects on us, like
deforestation. Having blind faith in the systems that created these issues doesn't empower us to find new more
simple, equitable, and environmentally sound solutions. Instead, blind faith leads to ignorance and entrapment. We
become reliable on systems which cause us harm because they seem like a larger force out of our control.

After the recent death of Desmond Tutu, I heard a speech where he said something to the effect of, “god can
only do so much without you,” meaning, without human action, god is helpless. And although I feel that the way
pencils are produced is far from sacred, pencils have potential to contribute to something sacred in their lifespans.

Like trees, known symbolically for their goodness, fertility and regenerative qualities, something about the
pencil seems humble and benevolent. Maybe this "godly something" doesn't come from the way pencils are made but
comes from their function. Pencils are associated with learning to write as a child, with erasing and rewriting words,
drawing, inventing, and crafting stories. With their help we can change the world yet the road to make them is totally
flawed...

---
This goodness brings me back to the poem Trees…

My interest in I, Pencil, was born specifically out of it's reference to the Joyce Kilmer poem, Trees. I have an
obsession with that poem. It started when I began researching Oak trees extensively for a project, and I shared my
thoughts about trees and their endangerment with my Grandmother, who sang me the Joyce Kilmer poem on the
phone. After that, the poem started popping up in my life over and over again. Eventually I went down a YouTube



rabbit hole and I discovered that it is a common assignment for English language learners worldwide to recite this
poem. I found video after video of young elementary school children dressed as trees, reciting this poem nervously,
stuttering and dancing. I listened to people sing it as a ballad, lovingly and even sadly. Since then I’ve compiled video
after video of people interacting with the poem, and it has become a lingering project idea of mine to do something
with this found footage.

Here are some relevant videos of people reading Trees:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XTtfX7pVBiM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=naUGzxOrH_Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4ShlV_BgdZE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aFooT6nP-w0

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XTtfX7pVBiM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=naUGzxOrH_Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4ShlV_BgdZE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aFooT6nP-w0

